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Building Information Modelling
Helping support the Government Strategy

Collaborative 3D BIM with all project and 
asset information, documentation and 
data being electronic

Supporting the delivery of  the Government 
Construction Strategy and the requirement 
to strengthen the public sector’s capability 
in BIM implementation with the aim that all 
central government departments will be 
adopting, as a minimum, collaborative 

Level 2 BIM by 2016.
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Refreshed Government Soft Landings published 





Approach to implementation 
SFT BIM Portal 

When? Why? How?

BIM Grading Tool BIM ROI Tool BIM Navigator





Infrastructure Technology

Supporting the public sector realise the 
benefits of technology and information 
management to support infrastructure 
delivery and performance.  
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A shift from the UK BIM Level 2
to a UK BIM Framework

From 2020 (TBC)



Maturity in related policy development
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Digital Built Britain 
Performance and operations of assets

With level 2 there is limited functionality for 
delivery of operational data sets and integration of 
telemetry.   

DBB will address these in sector delivery and 
operational stages, with a focus on enabling total 
cost and carbon outputs.



Data for public good

There are unrealised benefits from sharing data
within and across sectors (energy, digital, transport,
water, waste and flood defence).

Data sharing does not mean all data is open
At present, data is well established across some
pockets of infrastructure but now all. It is important
to distinguish between data that is freely shared as
‘open data’, and other data which may be shared
with conditions or under licence or contract (which
may involve a fee). Some data, such as sensitive and
operationally critical data from power plants, may
be shared only through secure mechanisms.

The data spectrum in infrastructure



Data for public good

Digital Framework 
for secure sharing of infrastructure data

A National Digital Twin 
a digital twin of Britain’s Infrastructure to 
help plan, predict and understand our 
assets

A Digital Framework Task Group 
to provide coordination of key players 

Recommendations 

1

2
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Transforming Infrastructure 
Performance

Transforming Infrastructure Performance is the
Infrastructure and Project Authority's long-term
programme to improve the delivery and
performance of infrastructure.

The IPA examine how the government and industry
can work together to benchmark performance and
select the right projects; improve integrated
planning across sectors; support effective
commercial relationships; and increase uptake of
technologies and innovations – both for new and
existing infrastructure.

They also set themselves some bold ambitions for
the short-term, identifying key areas they want to
prioritise over the next two years. This includes
improving their capability as the country’s biggest
construction client.
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Our clients are unlocking the benefits of BIM 
and wider Digital Transformation at various levels

16

BIM

BIM & GIS & PMO

Digital Twin

Digital Estate

Better measurement, insight 
and investment decision making

Doing more for less

Doing more with what we already have

19650



What do HM Government want for their investment?

System 

Network 

Asset

Project

Productivity, growth 
low Carbon, industrial 
strategy & NIC 
objectives

Productivity, growth low 
Carbon, industrial strategy 
& NIC objectives

Asset performance, benefit 
delivery, availability, sustainability, 
resilience, technology enabled

Safe, on-time, on-budget, low carbon, 
digitally enabled delivery

UK GVA, jobs & 
apprentices, SME 

proportion, carbon 
intensity

Customer satisfaction, 
network performance, 
availability & resilience

Whole life cost & carbon, benefit 
delivery, availability, resilience, 

user satisfaction

Cost, schedule, quality, health & safety, skills, 
supplier performance, carbon

MeasuresObjectives

Image source: IPA

£60Bn per annum for next 10 years projected
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Performance dataAlignmentImage source: IPA

What do HM Government want for their investment?
£60Bn per annum for next 10 years projected



Support smart construction

Use the governments purchasing power to build 
critical mass in sectors amenable to modern 
methods, starting with the five departments that 
will adopt a presumption in favour of offsite 
construction by 2019. The IPA will work with 
departments and industry bodies such as the CLC to 
implement this, including identifying and addressing 
obstacles to faster uptake. 

Over the course of the TIP programme, the IPA will 
also explore opportunities to support uptake in 
other high potential sectors such as housing , as 
supply capacity and capability matures. 

Government has committed to invest £170m to 
support innovation in the sector, including to 
develop and commercialise digital and offsite 
manufacturing technologies through the 
Construction Sector Deal.

Through TIP the IPA will work across government 
and with industry to support final agreement of the 
Sector Deal, to ensure effective delivery of the key 
enablers to modernising construction, and to 
identify and help address workforce capacity or 
capability gaps. 

Supply SideDemand Side



Support smart construction

Studio Jantzen - Kit of parts, Portable Classroom

VW Golf – Kit of parts



Support smart construction

Support coordination of cross-government and cross –
sectoral uptake of technology solutions, to improve he 
way we design and make best use of infrastructure, 
building on upcoming NIC analysis and recommendations.  
As part of the TIP programme, there are a number of 
strands where the IPA will support go government efforts 
to help ensure:

• Infrastructure projects (for new assets or renovations) 
are planned from the initial stages to be ‘smart’

• Continued development of Digital Built Britain 
Programme

• Relevant NIC recommendations from its National 
Infrastructure Assessment and study into new 
technologies are taken forward. 

Drive faster uptake of digital technology 

Centre for Digital Built Britain



What is a digital built Britain?

“A digital built Britain harnesses the wealth of data being 
created by digital construction, high performing assets, smart 
cities, the digital economy and connected citizens to deliver a 
Britain that is fit for the future.” 

Build Design Integrate Operate



National Digital Twin Programme

CDBB’s National Digital Twin programme 
- set up to deliver key recommendations of 
National Infrastructure Commission 2017 “Data 
for the Public Good Report 

“CDBB’s National Digital Twin programme, delivered by 
its Digital Framework Task Group (DFTG), is a key step in 
the digital transformation of the infrastructure and 
construction sectors.” 

“ National Digital Twin – An ecosystem of connected digital 
twins enabling better decisions faster across the built 
environment .” 



National Digital Twin Programme
CDBB

The Gemini Principles

Digital twins of physical assets are helping 
organisations to make better-informed decisions, 
leading to improved outcomes.

Creating an ecosystem of connected digital twins – a 
national digital twin – opens the opportunity to 
release even greater value, using data for the public 
good.

Sensors Drone Laser Satellite GIS Manufacturers’   CCTV    Scanned Control  

surveys surveys imagery & BIM data images systems

Public good
Must be used to  
deliver genuine public  
benefit in perpetuity

Value creation  
Must enable  
value creation  
and performance  
improvement

Insight
Must provide  
determinable insight into  
the built environment

Security
Must enable security  
and be secure itself

Openness
Must be as open  
as possible

Quality
Must be built on data of  
an appropriate quality

Federation
Must be based on a  
standard connected  
environment

Curation
Must have clear  
ownership, governance  
and regulation

Evolution
Must be able to adapt  
as technology and  
society evolve

Purpose:  
Must have  
clear purpose

Trust:  
Must be  
trustworthy

Function:  
Must function  
effectively



UK BIM Training Programme

• No UKAS accreditation for BIM yet

• Training syllabus moving from BIM L2 to ISO 19650

• Lots of certified programmes

• Good post grad offering for BIM

• Mainly knowledge based as opposed skills

• No LoF means no harmonisation in learning themes
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